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Abstract— Energy – demand is one the major thread for our 

country. Finding solutions, to meet the “Energy - demand” 

is the great challenge for social scientist, engineers, 

entrepreneurs and industrialist of our country according to 

them, applications of non-conventional energy is the only 

alternate solution for conventional energy demand.  Now a 

day’s the concept and technology employing this non-

conventional energy becomes very popular for all kinds of 

development activities. One of the major area, which finds 

number applications are in agriculture sectors. Solar energy 

plays an important role in drying agriculture products and 

for irrigation purpose for pumping the well water in remote 

villages without electricity.  Here we are fabricating the 

agriculture multipurpose machine is a new innovative model 

which is mainly used to water spraying, weeding and the 

seed sowing. Our main aim of this concept is to reduce the 

man power and also avoid time consumption and to utilize 

solar energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy is the light and radiant heat from the Sun that 

influences Earth's climate and weather and sustains life. 

Solar power is sometimes used as a synonym for solar 

energy or more specifically to refer to electricity generated 

from solar radiation. This is how electric bikes got the 

needing promotion to establish once again from where it 

was left.  The time has brought many sophisticated assisting 

technologies today for wide range of possibilities But the 

major two types which were successful and practically 

considered appropriate are hub drive (where motor is 

situated within the wheel hub) and the crank drive systems. 

In the current scenario most of the countries do not have 

sufficient skilled manpower specifically in agricultural 

sector and it affects the growth of developing countries.  

So it’s a time to automate the sector to overcome 

this problem. An innovative idea of our project is to 

automate the process of seed sowing, spraying, and 

weeding. 

II. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

A. Methodology 

 
1) Front wheel 

2) Rear wheel 

3) Steering wheel 

4) Chain sprockets with Rotating wheel 

5) Batteries’ 

6) Front axles 

7) Rear axle 

8) Weeder mechanism 

9) Spraying pump 

10) Storage tank 

11) Driver seat 

12) Solar panels 

13) Supporting structure 

14) Hopper 

15) Chassis 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 
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B. Components 

1) Solar Panel. 

2) Charge Controller 

3) Batteries: Gel, Flooded or AGM 

4) Wiring Info. 

5) Wiring of Batteries: Parallel, Series 

6) Electric hub motor. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Components 

C. Machine Operation Methodology 

1) In this work all the components are placed on the base 

frame and the base frame is supported by the four 

wheels and a metal fabrication process is done. 

2) The solar panel is used to absorbed the solar energy 

from sun, in this solar panel capacity is about 35watts 

and  48volts.The main purpose of using solar panel 

capacity of 250 watts and 48volts is necessary required 

to run the motors. 

3) The batteries are necessary to applicable 48volts, 

26amps capacity of batteries required because the motor 

runs based on battery capacity. 
4) The charging controller capacity 48volts are used 

because it controllers limits the rate at which electric 

current is added to electric batteries, as will as it 

prevents the overcharging and may protects against the 

over voltage. 

5) In this system 250watts 48volts E-electric hub motor 

capacity of motors are used to movement of machine 

because they balance speed and overcome load. 

6) The hopper is prepared by the metal sheet with 

fabrication according to required dimensions with chain 

socket mechanism.  

7) The spraying system adopted by suitable nozzles and 

pipes with 12volts 8amp battery and pump.  

8) The weeder fabrication is done on the basis of suitable 

dimensions and blades. 

D. Process Details of Fabrication 

1) Fabrication of chassis 

2) Wheel alignment 

3) Assembly of steering 

4) Assembly of solar panel 

5) Battery arrangement 

6) Assembly of Agricultural Equipment’s  

E. Component Specifications 

1) Electric hub motor: 

 Voltage   48volts 

 Current                24amps 

 Power             250watts 

 Rpm                    480rpm 

 Weight                4.5kg 

2) Solar panel: 

 Voltage                12volts (12*4=48volts) 

 Power                  35watts (35*4=140watts) 

 Size panel            45mm*91mm 

3) Batteries: 

 Batteries type         sealed lead battery 

 Batteries model      12AL026 

 Voltage                   12volts (12*4=48volts) 

 Current                    26amps 

4) Sprayer: 

 Battery                  Sealed lead battery 

 Voltage                  12volts 

 Current                  8amps 

5) Pump: 

 Voltage                12volts 

 Current                 8amps 

6) Material use for fabrication: 

 G I iron 

 M S iron 

 
Fig. 3: Fabricated Model 

III. CONCLUSION 

Solar operated agricultural multipurpose machine are 

currently used in all the developing agricultural application. 

So we think that if researches continue to work hard to 

improve all the process in agricultural field. 

From this project we can conclude that giving less 

human effort system performs the main agricultural work. 
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